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ABSTRACT
A methodology for combined modeling of capacitance and force in a multi-layer electrostatic comb is demonstrated in this

paper. Conformal mapping-based analytical methods are limited to 2D symmetric cross-sections and cannot account for charge
concentration effects at corners. Vertex capacitance can be higher than 30% of the total capacitance in a single-layer 2 µm thick
comb with 10 µm overlap. Furthermore, analytical equations are strictly valid only for perfectly symmetrical finger positions.
Fringing and corner effects are likely to be more significant in a multi-layered CMOS-MEMS comb because of the presence of
more edges and vertices. Vertical curling of CMOS-MEMS comb fingers may also lead to reduced capacitance and vertical
forces. Gyroscopes are particularly sensitive to such undesirable forces, which therefore, need to be well-quantified. In order to
address the above issues, a hybrid approach of superposing linear regression models over a set of core analytical models is
implemented. Design of experiments is used to obtain data for capacitance and force using a commercial 3D boundary-element
solver. Since accurate force values require significantly higher mesh refinement than accurate capacitance, we use numerical
derivatives of capacitance values to compute the forces. The model is formulated such that the capacitance and force models
use the same regression coefficients. The comb model thus obtained, fits the numerical capacitance data to within 3%and force
to within 10%.The model is experimentally verified by measuring capacitance change in a specially designed test structure.
The capacitance model matches measurements to within 10%. The comb model is implemented in an Analog Hardware
Description Language (AHDL) for use in behavioral simulation.
Keywords: electrostatic comb, force, capacitance, CMOS-MEMS, modeling

1 INTRODUCTION

Electrostatic combs are used extensively in MEMS for sensing and actuation. 1D and 2D analytical models for comb capac-
itance have been proposed. However, they all ignore the 3D vertex capacitance that can easily be at least 30% of the total capac-
itance in a comb as shown in Figure 1. Lateral combs with dominant motion along the length of the combs [1] (Figure 2) and
differential combs with dominant motion along the direction of the gap [2] are the most common configurations. Lateral combs
are used in microgyroscopes for actuation since they produce constant force over large amplitudes. Since microgyroscopes are
highly sensitive to spurious forces, it is important to estimate the actuation forces produced by a lateral comb in all directions.
Further, since temperature-dependent microstructure curling in CMOS-MEMS [4] gyroscopes can lead to drive amplitude drift
over time, robust design requires curvature-inclusive comb actuator models. Simulation of manufacturing variations require
models which are valid over a range of geometrical parameters. Lateral combs can also be used for sensing purposes, requiring
an accurate capacitance model. Behavioral simulation can be used effectively to aid in gyroscope design only if the comb mod-
els provide reasonable estimates of capacitance and force. The modeling problem is particularly relevant in a CMOS-MEMS
comb (Figure 3) which has multiple edges and vertices on each finger. In addition to providing accurate values for the capaci-
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t = 6um FIGURE 1. Significance of charge concentration at finger

corners. The plot shows the percentage of total
capacitance that is due to the finger corners for number of
fingers ranging from 1 to 10 and finger thickness varying
from 2 µm to 6 µm. The overlap of the fingers is kept
constant at 10 µm. Note that for a 2 µm thickness, more
than 30% of the total capacitance is due to the corners.
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tance and a force, a behavioral model should also conserve energy [5].
Unlike elastic beam differential equations, which have a commonly valid closed-form general solution, the Laplace equation

defining the electrostatic behavior of combs has closed form solutions only for a limited number of symmetrical boundary con-
ditions, which are often restricted two dimensions. Most of the 2D analyses of the comb-drive cross-section use conformal map-
ping [6][7] techniques. These analyses are primarily aimed at the lateral comb with the dominant motion being in the direction
of the length of the comb-fingers. Capacitance change due to vertical or lateral motion has been modeled using approximate
analytical equations for single-layer comb fingers [7] or by numerical simulation of fixed-geometry 2D multi-layer cross-sec-
tions [8][9][10]. Angled comb-finger side-walls (observed in polysilicon microstructures) have been modeled by superposing
curve-fits onto nominal analytical equations [11]. Change in fringe capacitance due to movement in the gap direction has not
been considered in the any of the analytical models. Further, the analytical models described are strictly valid only under con-
ditions of perfect symmetry and are not applicable for vertical or rotational motions which destroy the symmetry. None of the
above-referred models take into account the fringe capacitance at the tips of the fingers, and the effect of the finger corners
which can be significant as seen in Figure 1. While the numerical models [8][9][10] take into account the multi-layer nature of
CMOS comb-drives (Figure 3), they are all valid only for fixed finger width and gap between the fingers. Further, because of
the 2D nature of the models, capacitance changes and vertical forces due to temperature-dependent vertical curling of comb-
fingers can only be approximated by assuming a mean vertical position of two uncurled combs.

Numerical methods such as Finite Element Analysis (FEA) and Boundary Element Analysis (BEA) can capture charge con-
centration, curling and generalized motion effects on capacitance and force. However, numerical convergence needs to be
closely monitored. It has been our experience that even 4 times higher refinement of a boundary element mesh which yielded
converged capacitance values did not yield converged force values. This is probably because capacitance convergence requires
only that the overall charge on a conductor does not change with more refinement, however, force convergence imposes a much
stricter condition that the charge distribution remains invariant with more refinement. Further numerical methods requiring
meshed models and significant computation time, are not convenient for direct inclusion into a system simulation loop. There-
fore, we choose as our modeling goal, a behavioral description of the comb which exhibits the ease of use of analytical equations
in system-level simulation [12] while incorporating the extended validity range of numerical methods.

In [13] Gabbay et al. have presented a general macromodeling system, which employs a rational fraction of multivariate poly-
nomial as the fitting equation. However, our proposed model consists of analytical equations at the core superposed with poly-
nomial curve fits for data obtained from 3D BEA. The former approach is more suited (and probably necessary) for arbitrary
shaped, non-parameterized geometry, deformable actuator systems. The electrostatic comb can be generally considered to be
non-deformable (except for curvature, which is being treated as a geometrical parameter) and further, our model domain not
only includes the position and orientation of the comb, but also the geometrical parameters. Further, by combining analytical
models with regression we can take advantage of the existing literature on electrostatic comb models. The model is intended to
be valid for multi-layer combs across a range of comb finger geometries, combined movement in vertical and lateral directions,
and also include curling effects and fringe and corner capacitances. The model is also aimed at providing a energy-conserving
description of the electrostatic comb actuator by fitting the derivative of the capacitance equation to numerically obtained force
values. The model is intended for use in behavioral simulation of manufacturing variations in a CMOS-MEMS gyroscope and

FIGURE 2. Top view of a lateral comb with three comb fingers (the lesser of the
two numbers is taken as the number of fingers in the comb), with actuation force
in the y direction. The cross-section of a typical finger is shown in Figure 3. The
multi-layer cross-section leads to vertical curling of the comb fingers which is also
included in the proposed comb model.
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FIGURE 3. Cross-section of
a comb finger in the CMOS-
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other sensors as well.
In Section 2 we extend the library of existing analytical models for movement of the comb in the direction along the gap and

briefly describe the analytical equations which form the core of the proposed model. Choice of design variables, variable screen-
ing, design of experiments for BEA are described in Section 3. Section 4 details the form of the model and the approach for
combined modeling of capacitance and force. The regression results, accuracy of the fit and an application of the model to esti-
mate manufacturing variation induced drive amplitude changes in a gyroscope are discussed in Section 5. Experimental verifi-
cation is described in Section 6 and conclusions are presented in Section 7.

2 ANALYTICAL MODELS

In this section, we describe the analytical equations which will be used in the fitting formula. The cross-section of a comb
with 3 fixed (F) and 2 movable (M) fingers is shown in Figure 4(a). The movable fingers are displaced to the right from the
nominal position by x. The capacitance between the movable and fixed fingers can be written as a sum of two 2D capacitances,
the parallel plate capacitance and the fringe capacitance. The parallel plate capacitance per unit length of overlap is given as:

(1)

where, the parameters t, g and x are shown in Figure 4.
The derivation of the fringe capacitance is described below. Conformal mapping has been used in [6][7] to derive the capac-

itance for symmetric 2D cross-sections of different parts of the lateral comb. However, movement of one comb in the gap direc-
tion destroys the symmetry boundary conditions assumed in those derivations and renders the equations for fringe capacitance
invalid. We present an alternative approach which is valid for movement along the gap direction. Assuming that there are a large
number of fingers, we can use symmetry to simplify the geometry. By placing two odd symmetry planes we obtain the simpli-
fied configuration of Figure 4(b). Noting the presence of more symmetry, we arrive at Figure 4(c). The configuration of
Figure 4(c) is basically a rectangular conductor placed asymmetrically between two ground planes and the conformal mapping
for this case is given in [14]. This model is adapted to the configuration of Figure 4(a). From this model, the equations for the
lateral force between the rotor and the stator comb-fingers are also derived. The model is verified by comparison with 2D FEA
(Figure 5). The maximum error of 2% (which is at zero displacement for all gap values) is probably due to the finite number of
fixed fingers (5) in the FEA. The small error suggests that the model is reasonably accurate even for 5 finger combs.

The total 2D capacitance per unit length per finger is given as:

(2)

where is as shown in Figure 5. The capacitance thus derived is extended to 3D by multiplying with the overlap
between the comb-fingers. The equation shown is valid for a single-layer structure and does not account for curling and corner
capacitances. The next section describes the design of experiments for numerical analysis used to extend (2) to incorporate ver-
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FIGURE 4. (a) Comb section showing 3 fixed fingers and 2 movable fingers displaced in the x direction from the
nominal symmetrical position (shown with dotted lines). (b) Simplification by introduction of odd symmetry planes
(c) Equivalent configuration with the fixed comb-fingers replaced by odd-symmetry plane placed midway between
the rotor and stator fingers
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tical movement, curling and 3D charge concentration effects.

3 DESIGN OF EXPERIMENTS AND SIMULATION

In this section the procedure for designing the experiments for BEA-based data collection to extend the 2D analytical model
is described. Broadly the design of experiments process can be viewed in 4 steps: comb parameterization and variable selection,
variable screening, choice of variable ranges and data collection.

The comb is parameterized into geometrical, position and orientation variables. The geometrical variables are: width (w),
gap (g), overlap length (olp) and the number of fingers. The thickness of the comb depends on the composition of the multi-
layer stack. For maximizing in-plane actuation force designers include all metal layers and the polysilicon layer. Therefore, we
use the fixed comb cross-section containing all three metal layers and the polysilicon as shown in Figure 3. The three position
(x, y, z) and three orientation variables ( , , ) correspond to the six degrees of freedom. Additionally, temperature (T) is
also chosen as a variable because the curvature of the comb fingers is temperature dependent. Lateral combs are commonly used
for actuation with amplitudes of the order of 5 µm. Since the force is independent of the finger length, it is usually tightly linked
to the overlap length. Assuming a clearance of about 5 µm at maximum displacement, we arbitrarily set the finger length (l) to
be dependent on the overlap length as:

(3)

The next step is to screen out variables which are known to have relatively small effect on the capacitance and force. Using
data collected from initial runs varying each variable in isolation, it was decided that variables and can be kept at zero
because of the small change in capacitance produced by them. The final set of variables used for the design of experiments are
width, gap, overlap, positions x, y and z, orientation  and the temperature T.

The values chosen for the variables are summarized in Table 1. The ranges for the width and the gap reflect commonly used
values. The overlap length is limited to 20 µm since actuation combs are not likely to require greater than a few micrometers
of movement, and when used for sensing, the capacitance change per unit length of displacement is independent of the overlap
length. Larger number of fingers lead to larger number of panels in the boundary element mesh. Therefore, the number of fixed
fingers was set to three to minimize the analysis time. Three fingers is the minimum number for which at least one finger on the
movable part has symmetrical neighbors. Movements along the gap (x) direction are normally restricted to less than half the
gap by limit stops or other means, however, we have chosen the maximum movement to be 0.8 times the gap in order that the

FIGURE 5. Comparison of analytical model adapted from [14] (the equation for edge fringe capacitance,
, is shown on the left) and FEA for x displacement of the comb-finger cross-section shown in Figure 4.

The x displacement was varied from 0 to 0.9 times the gap on either side. The model matches FEA to within 2%.
The maximum error of 2% is probably because of the finite number (5) of comb-fingers in the simulation. The
model underestimates the fringe capacitance on the end fingers because it assumes symmetry boundary
conditions. It is seen that the error is maximum for maximum gap. This is because, the fringe capacitance of the
end-fingers (and other fingers too) is significant when the gap is larger. At smaller gaps, the parallel plate
capacitance begins to dominate.
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potential displacements are well within the validity range of the fitted model and also, in order to capture the highly non-linear
capacitance change in the gap direction. The displacement along the length (y) was chosen to be 4 µm, with a view to keeping
a clearance as well as a minimum overlap of at least twice the gap in order to avoid potentially non-linear regions which are
undesirable for gyroscope actuation.

For maximizing sensitivity and actuation force, designers attempt to ensure maximum vertical overlap in the comb by using
curl-matching techniques [8]. However, the resultant curl-matching is usually never perfect and the range chosen for and
variables is intended to capture curl mismatch in the combs. It should also be mentioned that and refer to the
nominal curl-matched positions, from where and are measured. At room temperature, the comb fingers are curled upward
and the curling reduces as the temperature increases. The curvature of the comb fingers, computed using thermal multimorph
theory presented in [15][16], is inversely proportional to the temperature. For a single finger the curvature is related to the
temperature :

(4)

where, T0 is the temperature where the finger will become flat and the constant of proportionality depends upon the composition
of the finger and the material properties. We choose the temperature range of interest to be 50 K around the room temperature
so that the corresponding range in curvature covers possible variations in finger composition and material properties from sen-
sor to sensor. Also, it should be noted that by computing the curvatures of the finger we can operate independent of the temper-
ature by directly feeding measured curvatures into the comb model rather than feeding temperature.

The variables and their bounds are summarized in Table 1. The experimental plan contains a total of 4374 runs. Note that the

comb response is symmetrical to positive and negative x position change, thus we need to collect data for positive x only.
AutoBEM software from Coventor [17] was used for BEA. A number of manual iterations with the BEA mesh led to an

efficient template for the mesh which showed reduced simulation time with accuracy comparable to that obtained by adaptive
refinement and iterative solution. Convergence of BEA using the template mesh was verified initially by splitting each element
in the mesh into two and comparing the capacitance values obtained. A mesh generation program for electrostatic combs was
implemented in C++. Figure 6 shows the boundary element mesh generated for a 10 finger curled comb. The curling and the
curl-mismatch in the figure is exaggerated to aid visualization. Also, the actual refinement used for solution leads to very small
elements and is not shown in the figure.

Force computation using BEA did not converge even with a mesh which was more than four times as fine as the mesh
required for capacitance convergence (and therefore about 4 times slower). Therefore, only capacitance convergence was

TABLE 1. Variables and their bounds for capacitance BEA

VARIABLE TYPE NAME (units) Lower bound Upper bound Intermediate values

Geometry : width (µm) 2.0 4.0 3.0

: gap (µm) 1.5 2.5 2.0

: overlap (µm) 10.0 20.0 -

Position x (µm) 0 0.8 g 0.4 g

y (µm) -4.0 4.0 0.0

z (µm) -2.0 2.0 0.0

Orientation -1.0 1.0 0.0

Temperature temperature (K) 250 350 300

Constants length (µm) overlap + 10

numfingers 3

0
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z φx
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z φx

ρ
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obtained for the first set of 4374 runs. Force convergence was attempted on a smaller subset of 1458 runs, in which was also
kept constant at 0. However, convergence testing revealed that the force values were not accurate, though the capacitance values
obtained were more accurate than those in the first set of 4374 runs. Therefore, we resorted to numerical differentiation of the
well-converged capacitance values in the second set of 1458 runs to obtain the forces (Fy and Fz), in the y and z directions
respectively, for 972 intermediate points. We obtained Fy values at y=- 2 and +2 µm, from capacitance values at y=-4, 0 and 4
µm and Fz values at z= -1 and +1 µm from capacitance values at z=-2, 0 and 2 µm. This method could not be used for computing
the force (Fx) in the x direction because the capacitance change in the x direction is highly non-linear and therefore, required
closely spaced points for precise computation of force. Therefore a separate set of 162 runs, as summarized in Table 2 was

designed to compute Fx at 54 points. Note that because of the rapid change in capacitance with x, three capacitance values were
used to compute each force value.

4 MODELING METHODOLOGY

We first describe the form of the equation for the capacitance model. Following this we present an approach for combined
modeling of capacitance and force so that the force models can use the same fitting equation and coefficients as the capacitance.

4.1 Capacitance Modeling

We use the two analytical equations described in Section 2 as the core of the model and weight them by polynomial functions

TABLE 2. Variables and their bounds for Fx runs. All other variables are set to their mean values.

VARIABLE TYPE NAME (units) Lower bound Upper bound Intermediate values

Geometry : width (µm) 2.0 4.0 -

: gap (µm) 1.5 2.5 -

: overlap (µm) 10.0 20.0 -

Position x (µm) 0.4 g - 0.1 0.4 g + 0.1 0.4 g

y (µm) -4.0 4.0 -

z (µm) -2.0 2.0 0.0

Temperature temperature (K) 250 350 -

FIGURE 6. Boundary-element mesh for a 10 finger vertically curled lateral comb with all CMOS layers.
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of variables. The fitting function used for linear regression is of the form:

(5)

where,
t is the total thickness of the multi-layer comb finger which is held constant

 indicates function of all the variables in Table 1
,  and  are capacitance functions of the design variables given as:

 is the 2D parallel-plate capacitance given in (1)
 is the 2D fringe capacitance as given by the equations in Figure 5

, , are the polynomial weighting functions. corresponds to that part of the capacitance which is
not due to the parallel plate or the analytical fringe capacitance.

Let us assume that the number of polynomial terms in , and are , and respectively and that all the terms
are sequentially numbered from 1 to , where .The polynomial weighting function can be written as:

(6)

where, are the coefficients and are the powers to which the respective variables are raised to in the th polyno-
mial term. Note that the unity term as well as negative indices can also be included in the polynomial representation. The coef-
ficients of the polynomial terms will be obtained by regression. For the above regression model, there are predictor terms
which are products of the three capacitance functions and the polynomial terms associated with that function. Evaluating each
of  predictor terms at the  data points where we have obtained capacitance values we can form the model matrix:

(7)

where,
 is the vector of capacitance values corresponding to n runs in the experimental plan.

 is the jth predictor vector. There are k predictor vectors of size corresponding to the n settings of the variables.
 is the regression coefficient associated with the jth predictor vector.

4.2 Combined Capacitance-Force Modeling

The force produced by an electrostatic actuator, assuming constant voltage, in a generalized direction  is given as:

(8)

Therefore, we can write the regression model for the force (assuming unit voltage) in the direction  as:

(9)

where, is the total number of data points for which we have the force values in the direction . To obtain regression coef-
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ficients which produce accurate fitted values for both force and capacitance simultaneously, we combine (7) and (9) into a com-
mon regression model:

(10)

In the above equation correspond to the number of data points at which we have capacitance Fx, Fy and Fz
respectively. As per the experimental plan described in Section 3, we have , , and .
Since the capacitance and force obtained may differ in their relative magnitudes, weights may be necessary to scale the residual
errors corresponding to each point so that points with smaller absolute values of capacitance or force but relatively large per-
centage errors are not ignored by the regression.

5 RESULTS

The number of BEA and the type of data obtained from them is summarized in Table 3. The times shown are for analyses

run on one CPU of a 450 MHz Sun Ultra-80 workstation. Multi-processor usage leads to corresponding speed up. Note that the
Fx values were computed using three closely spaced capacitance data points while the Fy and Fz values used a common set of
1458 capacitance values to compute derivatives at 972 points. The runs used to obtain capacitance values for computing forces
used higher mesh refinement, and therefore, required higher memory and CPU times.

The model matrix shown in (10) was constructed in the S-Plus [18] environment. Polynomial terms and fitting weights were
introduced by iterative manual analysis of residual errors. The reusability of the proposed model justifies the time investment
in this procedure. The final comb model has 106 coefficients and fits the capacitance data to within 3% as shown in Figure 7
for 4374 points. It should be noted that there are only a few points which lie outside the 2%band. The fitted values of force in
all three directions match the values obtained by numerical differentiation to about 10%,as seen in Figure 8, Figure 9 and Figure
10. The error tends to be high for point where the absolute values of force is small (i.e., the difference in the capacitances used
to compute the derivative is small). This may be because the difference is close to the precision limit of the numerical capaci-
tance values.

The comb model was implemented in Verilog-A, an Analog Hardware Description Language, as part of the NODAS frame-
work [12] and was used in simulation of a CMOS-MEMS gyroscope [3]. In order to demonstrate the applicability of the model
to study manufacturing variations two sets of simulations were done. An extended study of manufacturing variations on the
gyroscope is available in [19]. The output parameter of interest in these simulations was the drive amplitude of the gyroscope.
Microgyroscopes are known to have significant Zero Rate Output (ZRO) and the ZRO is closely related to the drive amplitude.
In the first set of simulations the vertical offset between the movable and fixed portions of the actuation comb in the gyroscope
was varied from 0 to 1 µm. As seen in Figure 11, a 1 µm offset leads to about 4% decrease in the drive amplitude. Temperature

TABLE 3. Summary of BEA runs for different quantities

Quantity
Number of
values obtained

Total number
of BEA runs

No. of BE panels
(approx.)

Memory required
per run (MB)

Time taken per
run (minutes)

Capacitance n=4374 4374 22000 230 5

Fx mx=54 162 90000 850 24

Fy my=972 1458 90000 850 24

Fz mz=972 1458 90000 850 24
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changes can lead to change in vertical overlap and thus cause drive amplitude and ZRO drifts. In the second set of simulations,
we varied the gap in the comb actuator to estimate drive amplitude change due to overetch-induced gap variation across different
gyroscopes. A 5% increase in the comb gap leads to about 4% reduction in the drive amplitude as shown in Figure 12.

6 EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

Test structures for measurement of capacitance changes have been fabricated (Figure 13). They consist of two structures
identical to that shown in Figure 13, which are connected in series as shown in Figure 14. The capacitance change is sensed and
amplified using a chopper-stabilized amplifier circuit [8], which has a known gain set by ratioed resistors. Current passing
through resistors R1 and R2 heats up the capacitors C1 and C2 respectively and changes their values because of the change in
curvature of the fingers and increased vertical overlap between the fixed and movable fingers. The profile of the entire structure
is obtained using interferometry for different values of heating current. For the same values of heating current the output voltage
of the amplifier is also noted. The output voltage is given as:

(11)
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where, is the fractional modulation voltage (i.e., , where D is the duty cycle of the chopping wave-
form) and  is the overall gain.

The comparison of the capacitance change predicted by the model and the measured capacitance change is shown in Figure
15. There are two sets of curves corresponding to voltage applied to the two heaters. In both cases the values of capacitance
change simulated using the model developed match the experimentally measured values to about 10% at higher heater voltages.
At lower heater voltages the larger error is probably due to the limited accuracy of the profile of the comb fingers. All the fingers
in the comb do not have the same vertical offset, because of curling of the movable frame. Therefore, the measurements are
made on the fingers which approximately represent the mean vertical offset. This can also potentially contribute to the total
error. Further, larger gaps due to overetching can also lead to lower measured capacitance change.

7 CONCLUSIONS

A modeling methodology which combines the ease of use of analytical equations and the higher accuracy of numerical meth-
ods has been demonstrated for a CMOS-MEMS comb. The methodology automatically results in an energy conserving model
for the comb actuator. BEA is used to obtain capacitance values for a designed set of 4374 runs and force values for a reduced
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subset of these runs. The comb model fits the BEA capacitance data to within 2%(there are very few points which fall outside
this error range) and take into account the corner capacitances as well as curling of the multi-layer comb fingers. Convergence
of force requires higher mesh refinement for BEA. Therefore, BEA for a large number of runs to obtain converged force values
was found to be infeasible. Numerical derivatives of a reduced subset of the capacitance runs were used to obtain force values.
The fitted values of force match the numerically computed values match to within 10%,though a large fraction of the points
match to within 5%. The models obtained are used to predict the capacitance change of thermally actuated combs and they
match measured capacitance changes to about 10%. The comb model has been implemented in a behavioral simulation frame-
work and its applicability for simulating manufacturing variations has been demonstrated.
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